integrated visual world (Briand & Klein, 1987; Prinzmetal, Presti, & Posner, 1986; Treisman & Schmidt, 1982 ; but see Donk, 1999; Navon & Ehrlich, 1995) .
A considerable amount of work has illuminated the function of attention in visual perception, but its role in visual working memory (VWM) is much less understood. Dual-task studies have shown that shifts of attention can interfere with VWM (Awh & Jonides, 2001; Awh, Jonides, & Reuter-Lorenz, 1998; Fougnie & Marois, 2006; Oh & Kim, 2004; Woodman & Luck, 2004 ; but see , clearly highlighting a role for attention in VWM maintenance. Wheeler and Treisman (2002) have proposed that the role of attention in VWM is not in the storage of object features, but rather in the maintenance of proper bindings between these features. According to this view, visuospatial attention plays a similar role in visual perception and VWM*the formation and maintenance of feature bindings. This theory is supported by work suggesting that attention is involved in creating a representational format, termed ''object files'', which maintain an object's identity in both perception and working memory (Irwin, 1992 (Irwin, , 1996 Irwin & Andrews, 1996; Irwin & Zelinsky, 2002; Kahneman & Treisman, 1984; Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992; Treisman, 2006; Treisman & Zhang, 2006) . In contrast to the view that attention is necessary to maintain feature bindings in VWM, it has been suggested that features are automatically conjoined in VWM. According to this hypothesis, participants can store the same number of items in VWM regardless of whether the items are defined by a single feature, or by a conjunction of features (Luck & Vogel, 1997; . Thus, theories of VWM differ on the purported role of attention in maintaining bound features.
If attention is required to keep features bound together in VWM, then diverting attention during a VWM retention interval should result in impaired memory for feature bindings. Indeed, the importance of attention in perceptual feature binding is often demonstrated by the improper feature conjunctions that result when attention is diverted from the primary perceptual task (Treisman & Schmidt, 1982) . When this approach has been used to investigate the role of attention in working memory, the results have generally failed to demonstrate that attention is specifically involved in VWM feature binding (Allen, Baddeley, & Hitch, 2006; Gajewski & Brockmole, 2006; Yeh, Yang, & Chiu, 2005) . One study disrupted attention by requiring subjects to identify letters that were briefly presented at various positions during the retention interval of a VWM task (Yeh et al., 2005) ; another used a briefly presented exogenous cue to draw attention during the VWM retention interval (Gajewski & Brockmole, 2006) . Although both studies showed that the withdrawal of attention affected VWM performance, neither found that it specifically disrupted VWM feature bindings. However, considering that attention may not need to be continuously applied to maintain object representations in VWM (Hollingworth, 2004; Hollingworth, Williams, & Henderson, 2001; Irwin, 1992 Irwin, , 1996 Schneider, 1999) , transient shifts of attention may be insufficient to impair VWM feature binding. In contrast to the two aforementioned studies, Allen and colleagues (Allen et al., 2006 ) used a continuously demanding attention task during the VWM retention interval, but nevertheless still failed to show specific disruptions of VWM feature bindings. However, that study's attention-demanding secondary task*which consisted in either backward counting or supraspan digit recall*may not have tapped onto the type of attention that is required for binding. Backward counting and digit recall tasks are considered to load on central attention (Han & Kim, 2004) , whereas visuospatial attention is believed to be involved in feature binding during perception (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) , and these two types of attention have been proposed to be distinct (Johnston, McCann, & Remington, 1995; Pashler 1991 Pashler , 1993 Posner & Petersen, 1990; Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2005) .
Thus, the goal of the present study was to reexamine the role of attention in VWM feature binding. Specifically, we tested the hypothesis that a secondary attention task, which is both visuospatial and continuously demanding, could disrupt feature bindings in VWM.
EXPERIMENT 1
To test whether a continuously demanding attention task would disrupt feature binding in VWM, we required subjects to perform a multiple object tracking (MOT) task (Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988) during the retention interval of a VWM task (Figure 1). The MOT task involved attentively tracking moving targets among distractors. The VWM task involved holding in working memory, over a brief retention interval, just the colour, just the shape, the colour and the shape, or the specific conjunctions of colour and shape of the objects in the memory display. Based on previous work (Fougnie & Marois, 2006) , we predicted that the MOT task would disrupt VWM performance. More importantly, we predicted that the MOT task would be most disruptive for VWM in the conjunction condition because this condition should specifically rely on the type of attention taxed by MOT.
Methods

Participants
Twenty young adults (eight males) participated for course credit or monetary reward. One participant's data was discarded because VWM 50 FOUGNIE AND MAROIS performance did not meet our a priori criterion of above chance VWM performance in all conditions. This criterion prevented the inclusion of participants who would not show an effect of tracking on VWM performance because of chance VWM performance even without the tracking task.
Procedure VWM task. This task was based on a change detection procedure in which a memory display of three objects was first briefly presented, followed by a retention interval, and by a single probe item that required a sameÁdifferent judgement on the task-relevant feature(s). The relevant features differed across four VWM conditions (colour-only, shape-only, either, binding). In the colour-only condition, participants memorized the colour of the stimuli, whereas they memorized the shape in the shape-only condition. In the either and binding conditions, participants were required to memorize both the colour and shape of the stimuli, but only the binding condition required participants to remember the specific colourÁ shape pairings of the objects in the memory display. The memory display consisted of three coloured shapes (0.788)0.788). Stimuli were spaced evenly apart and appeared along an imaginary circle (2.58 radius) around a centrally presented fixation cross. There were six possible colours (green, brown, blue, yellow, purple, or red) and six possible shapes (circle, square, octagon, cross, diamond, or triangle). Task-relevant features did not repeat in a display. In the colour-only condition, the stimuli all shared the same shape, selected randomly every trial. Similarly, the stimuli all shared the same randomly selected colour in the shape-only condition.
The memory display was presented for 400 ms and, after a 6800 ms retention interval, a probe display appeared containing one coloured shape (0.788)0.788) at fixation. The probe display remained until participants made an unspeeded response (accuracy stressed) by pressing one of two keys on a keyboard with their right hand to indicate whether the task-relevant features matched an item from the memory display (50% match trials). In the colour-only and shape-only conditions, the probe either matched one of the memory items, or differed in the task-relevant feature. In the either condition, the probe display tested shape or colour memory (randomly determined). To minimize confusion in this condition, the untested feature property was a colour (black) or shape (bar) that would never appear in the memory display (see Figure 2 ). In the binding condition, the probe was either a correct or incorrect pairing of shape and colour from the memory display.
MOT task. The MOT task occurred during the VWM retention interval beginning 800 ms after memory display offset to allow sufficient time to fully encode the VWM display. MOT stimuli were hollow white discs (0.508) moving about within an 8.58)8.58 area centred around fixation. Each 6000 ms MOT movie had three phases: Marker, tracking, and probe, lasting 
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2000, 3000, and 1000 ms, respectively. During the marker phase, the three target discs (among nine distractors) were filled white. During the tracking phase, the target indicators disappeared and both targets and distractors began to move in a random direction. The speed of each disc varied from 0.002158/ms to 0.01958/ms, and disc direction had a 10% chance to change at every refresh (13.3 ms). The discs bounced off the boundaries of the MOT display, other MOT discs, and the three VWM stimuli locations. During the probe phase, a single disc was marked. Half of the time the probe disc corresponded to a target.
Participants responded to the tracking task after responding to the VWM task. A question mark appeared above fixation, notifying participants to make a left-handed button press to indicate whether the MOT probe item corresponded to a target. Responses were not speeded and accuracy was stressed.
Control condition. Performance in the VWM task during concurrent MOT was contrasted with VWM performance during a control condition in which a stimulus display similar to that of the MOT task was presented but no accompanying task was required. The control condition included a MOT display during the VWM retention interval, as in the MOT task, except that no targets were highlighted in the marker phase and all discs were highlighted during the probe phase. In the control condition, only the VWM response was collected.
Articulatory suppression. To minimize contamination form verbal working memory, participants performed an articulatory suppression task (repeating the word ''the'' at a 2 Hz rate) beginning 1 s prior to the memory display and continuing until responses for both tasks had been collected. Articulatory suppression was monitored by an experimenter.
Design
Participants performed eight blocks of 24 trials. Half of the trials in each block required tracking, with the tracking and control trials randomly intermixed. VWM conditions were blocked, and participants were assigned to one of four possible orderings, with each ordering differing by the starting condition. For each ordering, the four conditions were first presented sequentially for the first four blocks, and this sequence was reversed for the last four blocks (for example, a participant might receive either-bindingcolour-shapeÁshape-colour-binding-either blocks of trials). In all experiments, there was no effect of VWM condition order on either VWM or MOT performance (ps.5); thus, this factor is not discussed any further. At the beginning of the experiment participants completed a practice block ATTENTION AND FEATURE BINDING IN VWM 53 consisting of 12 trials of each VWM type. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation on the central cross throughout the trial and to emphasize the two tasks equally.
Results
VWM task. VWM accuracy is plotted in Figure 3A . Following prior convention, we separately analysed colour and shape probes in the either condition (labelled either-colour and either-shape, respectively; see also Allen et al., 2006; Wheeler & Treisman, 2002) . Importantly, the results of this experiment (and Experiment 2) are statistically equivalent if the analyses are performed on the combined either condition data. We performed a twoway within-subject ANOVA as a function of tracking condition (tracking, control) and VWM condition (colour-only, shape-only, either-colour, eithershape, binding) on the VWM accuracy data. There were main effects of VWM condition, F(4, 72)031.3, pB.0001, and tracking condition, F(1, 18)013.9, pB.005. The interaction between tracking and VWM condition was also significant, F(4, 72)05.3, pB.01. To measure the effect of tracking in each VWM condition, VWM accuracy during no tracking (control condition) was subtracted from VWM accuracy during tracking. Two-tailed t-tests revealed an effect of tracking in the binding (pB.001) and shape-only conditions (p0.02), but not in any other VWM conditions (all, ps.05). Most importantly, two-tailed paired t-tests demonstrated that the effect of tracking was significantly larger in the binding condition than in any other VWM condition, all psB.05.
MOT task. MOT accuracy is illustrated in Figure 3B . A one way withinsubject ANOVA, with a factor of VWM condition (colour-only, shape-only, either-colour, either-shape, binding), revealed that VWM condition had no affect on MOT performance, F(4, 72)01.02, p0.41.
Discussion
An attention-demanding tracking task performed during the retention interval of a VWM task specifically disrupted feature bindings in VWM. That the effect of tracking was largest in the binding condition cannot be explained by an unequal allocation of resources to tracking between VWM conditions, since performance on the tracking task was comparable across these conditions. This result also cannot be explained by the fact that tracking can additively impair VWM performance of two features in the binding condition compared to a single feature in the colour-only and shape-only conditions because the costs of tracking in the binding condition are larger than the sum of the costs of tracking in the colour-only and 54 FOUGNIE AND MAROIS shape-only conditions (pB.05, one tailed). It is also unlikely that the larger binding interference occurred because that condition was more difficult than the other conditions. VWM performance in the absence of tracking was worse in the binding condition than either the colour-only or shape-only conditions (psB.001), but it was equivalent in the binding and either Figure 3 . Accuracy in Experiment 1 for the VWM task (a) and the MOT task (b) by VWM condition. In the either condition, in addition to combined performance, scores are separately given for colour and shape memory probes. VWM accuracy (a) is black for the tracking condition and grey for the control condition. Error bars represent within-subject errors of the mean.
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55 conditions (p0.88). The latter results accord well with those of Allen and colleagues (2006) , demonstrating that general secondary task difficulty does not affect VWM binding.
Taken together, the findings of Experiment 1 are consistent with Wheeler and Treisman's (2002) suggestion that disruptions of visuospatial attention impair VWM binding. However, in addition to attentive tracking, the MOT task involves other cognitive processes, including encoding and retrieval of target identity. In order to demonstrate that the interference of MOT on VWM feature binding results from attentional demands, nonattentional factors need to be ruled out. Experiment 2 accomplished this by replacing the control task of Experiment 1 with a static task. The static task was identical to the tracking task during the marker and probe phases, but the tracking phase differed in that the stimuli remained stationary instead of moving about throughout that phase. Although the static condition still necessitated the encoding and retrieval of targets, the requirement to attentively track stimuli was virtually eliminated. If the impairment in Experiment 1 was due to the demands of tracking, then binding should still be impaired during tracking relative to the static condition.
EXPERIMENT 2
Method Participants
Twenty-five young adults (11 males) participated for course credit or monetary reward. Data from three participants were discarded because of chance performance in one of the VWM conditions.
Procedure
The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 except for the following differences.
VWM task. The colour (green, brown, red, yellow, and blue) and shape (triangle, octagon, cross, diamond, and square) sets were altered to further minimize potential confusion between tasks.
Static memory task. The static task had three phases: Marker (2 s), memory (3 s), and probe (1 s). The memory phase was identical to the tracking phase of the MOT task, except that the disks remained stationary.
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A total of 256 trials were included with 32 trials in each block. The type of probe in the either condition was counterbalanced across conditions. Results and discussion VWM task. VWM accuracy is plotted in Figure 4A . We performed a two-way within-subject ANOVA as a function of tracking condition (tracking, static) and VWM condition (colour-only, shape-only, eithercolour, either-shape, binding) on VWM accuracy. There was a main effect of VWM condition, F(4, 84)071.9, pB.0001, and tracking condition, F(1, 21)06.6, pB.05, as well as an interaction between tracking and VWM condition, F(4, 84)02.4, pB.05. Two-tailed t-tests showed an effect of tracking (VWM accuracy during the static condition subtracted from VWM accuracy during tracking) in the binding condition (pB.001) but not in any other VWM condition (ps.05). Additionally, two-tailed, paired t-tests revealed that the effect of tracking was larger in the binding condition than in all other conditions (colour-only, shape-only, either-colour, either-shape), all psB.05. Furthermore, costs due to tracking were larger in the binding condition than the added costs of tracking in the colour-only and shapeonly conditions (p0.01). The observed impairment in VWM performance with concurrent tracking, which was largest in the binding condition, replicates Experiment 1's findings while ruling out the possibility that nonattentional components of the MOT task (i.e., encoding and retrieval) caused the binding impairment. Secondary task. Secondary task accuracy is plotted in Figure 4B . We performed a two-way within-subject ANOVA as a function of tracking condition (tracking, static) and VWM condition (colour-only, shape-only, either-colour, either-shape, binding) on secondary task accuracy. There was a main effect of VWM condition, F(4, 84)02.9, pB.05, and tracking condition, F(1, 21)089.3, pB.001 (tracking worse than static), but no interaction between tracking and VWM condition, F(4, 84)00.7, p0.6. Consistent with the failure to find an interaction between tracking and VWM condition, paired t-tests revealed that the difference in secondary task accuracy (tracking minus static) in the binding condition was similar to the other VWM conditions (ps .2). Thus, the large interference of tracking on VWM performance in the binding condition cannot be explained by participants differentially allocating resources to the VWM and secondary tasks across conditions.
EXPERIMENT 3
It has been suggested that visuospatial attention promotes feature binding during visual perception by disambiguating the relationship between 
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features and objects in a visual scene containing multiple objects (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Luck & Ford, 1998; Luck, Girelli, McDermott, & Ford, 1997; Treisman, 1998 Treisman, , 2006 . According to this proposal, attention selects an object location and filters out all other unattended objects, allowing the attended features to be bound together into an object representation (Treisman, 1998 (Treisman, , 2006 . Consistent with this disambiguation theory, there is both neurological (Friedman-Hill, Robertson, & Treisman, 1995) and neuroimaging (Shafritz, Gore, & Marois, 2002) evidence that the posterior parietal cortex*a brain region critical for visuospatial attention (Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Shafritz et al., 2002) *promotes feature binding chiefly when there is potential for confusion about the relationship between each object and their constituent features. Specifically, the posterior parietal cortex was found to be preferentially involved in feature integration when multiple objects were presented simultaneously in a visual display, but not when they were presented sequentially at the same location (Friedman-Hill et al., 2005; Shafritz et al., 2002) . Following on these findings, we tested in the present experiment whether the role of visuospatial attention in maintaining feature bindings would be reduced if the VWM stimuli were presented sequentially at fixation. If so, this would suggest that one role of attention in VWM is the maintenance of location-specific object representations formed during visual perception (Treisman & Zhang, 2006) .
Method Participants
Twenty-five young adults (11 males) participated for course credit or monetary reward. One participant's data was removed from all analyses because she was not engaging in articulatory suppression.
Procedure
The procedure for Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 2 except that the VWM stimuli were presented sequentially at fixation. Each stimulus was presented for 400 ms with a 400 ms interstimulus interval. The colour and shape conditions were not included since the principal comparison is between the binding and either conditions.
Results and discussion
VWM task. VWM accuracy is plotted in Figure 5A . We performed a two-way within-subject ANOVA as a function of tracking condition Figure 5 . Accuracy in Experiment 3 for the VWM task (a) and the MOT task (b) by VWM condition. VWM accuracy (a) is black for the tracking condition and grey during the static condition. MOT accuracy (b) is black for the tracking condition and grey for the static condition. Error bars represent within-subject errors of the mean.
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(tracking, static) and VWM condition (either-colour, either-shape, binding) on the VWM accuracy data. There was a main effect of VWM condition, F(2, 46)053.78, pB.0001, but there was no effect of tracking condition, F(1, 23)00.04, p0.84, and a marginal interaction between tracking and VWM condition, F(2, 36)02.94, p0.06. A two-tailed t-test revealed a marginal effect of tracking in the binding condition (VWM performance during the static condition subtracted from VWM performance during the tracking condition, p0.07). The effect of tracking in the binding condition was similar to the one observed in the either-colour or either-shape conditions (two-tailed paired t-tests, both ps.15). However, we did observe a difference in the effect of tracking between the binding and the combined either condition (p0.04), suggesting that tracking might still impair feature binding in VWM even when VWM stimuli are presented sequentially at fixation. Importantly, this effect is much reduced compared to when VWM stimuli were presented at distinct locations in Experiment 2 (two-sample t-test of the tracking effect in the binding condition between Experiments 2 and 3, pB.05; Figures 4 and 5) .
Previous studies have found that visuospatial attention is primarily involved in perceptual feature binding when objects are presented at distinct spatial locations (Friedman-Hill et al., 1995; Shafritz et al., 2002) . Correspondingly, here we show that the amount of impairment produced by a secondary tracking task on VWM feature binding was significantly reduced when the VWM stimuli were presented sequentially at the same location. However, although the tracking effect was attenuated it was not altogether eliminated with foveal stimulus presentation. These results suggest that multiple object tracking may disrupt VWM feature binding by affecting both spatial and nonspatial attentional components of working memory.
Secondary task. We performed a two-way within-subject ANOVA as a function of tracking condition (tracking, static) and VWM condition (eithercolour, either-shape, binding) on secondary task accuracy ( Figure 5B) . The main effect of tracking condition was significant, F(1, 23)016.5, pB.001, but there was no main effect of VWM condition, F(2, 46)02.25, p0.12, and no interaction between tracking and VWM condition, F(2, 46)00.99, p0.38. Paired t-tests revealed that the difference in secondary task accuracy (tracking minus static) in the binding condition was similar to the other VWM conditions (ps.2), suggesting that the failure to observe significant effects of tracking on VWM performance cannot be explained by participants differentially allocating resources to the VWM and secondary tasks across conditions.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
In the present study, we carried out three experiments to test the hypothesis that visuospatial attention supports feature binding in visual working memory. In Experiment 1 we found that a secondary tracking task impaired memory for colourÁshape bindings to a larger degree than memory for single features such as colour or shape. Experiment 2 showed that the effect is due to the attentive tracking component of the tracking task, and Experiment 3 demonstrated that the interference of the MOT task on VWM feature binding performance largely depends on the VWM stimuli occupying distinct spatial locations. Taken together, the results of these three experiments support the hypothesis that visuospatial attention plays an important role in storing bound representations in VWM (Delvenne & Bruyer, 2004; Wheeler & Treisman, 2002) . These findings are consistent with a study suggesting that VWM feature binding is vulnerable to the spatial configuration of objects in a visual display (Treisman & Zhang, 2006) , and with neuroimaging studies showing that brain regions involved in visuospatial attention and VWM* particularly the parietal cortex*also support visual feature binding (Corbetta, Kincade, Ollinger, McAvoy, & Shulman, 2000; Corbetta, Shulman, Miezin, & Petersen, 1995; Culham, Cavanagh, & Kanwisher, 2001; Jovicich et al., 2001; Shafritz et al., 2002; Todd & Marois, 2004) .
Our results are at variance with previous studies that did not observe an effect of a secondary task on VWM feature binding (Allen et al., 2006; Gajewski & Brockmole, 2006; Yeh et al., 2005) . This difference may be attributed to the fact that some of these studies used secondary tasks that loaded on central attention rather than on visuospatial attention. Central attention may not contribute to VWM binding, even when the secondary central tasks (e.g., digit recall) are just as difficult as ours (Allen et al., 2006) . Consistent with this notion, we found in Experiment 3 that a secondary task that puts heavy demands on spatial attention barely affected VWM feature binding when spatial information could no longer be used for disambiguating the relationship between objects and features in VWM. Additionally, studies that did not use continuously demanding secondary tasks may not have observed VWM binding-specific deficits because the secondary task may not have sufficiently taxed attention (Gajewski & Brockmole, 2006; Yeh et al., 2005) . A similar argument may also account for the difference between our results and those of a recent study (Johnson, Hollingworth, & Luck, 2008) reporting that a visual search task does not disrupt feature bindings in VWM. Because the visual search task demanded attention for a shorter duration (:1 s) than our MOT task (6 s) and may only have required few shifts of visuospatial attention (two on average for set sizes of four), that task may have insufficiently taxed attentional resources to specifically impair feature bindings in VWM.
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Previous work (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Friedman-Hill et al., 1995; Shafritz et al., 2002) has suggested that visuospatial attention can be used to create bound object representations if objects occur at distinct spatial locations. Our dual-task study demonstrates that visuospatial attention also appears critical for the continued maintenance of these representations. In conjunction with previous findings, this may suggest that attention plays a critical role in VWM when spatial information is important for the VWM task (Awh & Jonides, 2001; Awh et al., 1998; Oh & Kim, 2004; Treisman & Zhang, 2006; Woodman & Luck, 2004; Woodman et al., 2001) . In analogy to the proposed role of visuospatial attention in spatial working memory (Awh & Jonides, 2001; Awh et al., 1998; Awh, Vogel, & Oh, 2006; Postle, Awh, Jonides, Smith, & D'Esposito, 2004; Smith & Jonides, 1998; Smyth & Scholey, 1994) , visuospatial attention may assist VWM by scanning the objects' locations during the retention interval as a means of refreshing the features that are bound to that location. If the role of attention in VWM primarily consists in iteratively refreshing stored representations, it could also explain why bound VWM representations may only be impaired by a secondary task that strongly and continuously withdraws attention away from working memory.
Although the present results suggest a role for visuospatial attention in feature binding in VWM, they do not imply that such binding is solely dependent on visuospatial attention. Indeed, it is interesting to note that, even with a concurrent difficult tracking task, participants' VWM performance was nevertheless above chance in the binding condition (50% being chance performance in Figures 3Á5) . These results are consistent with the notion that some binding can occur in the absence of visuospatial attention (Holcombe & Cavanagh, 2001) . It is also consistent with the recent finding that VWM capacity, including the capacity for colourÁlocation bindings, is not solely based on visuospatial attention, but is also constrained by central attention and VWM-specific sources of processing (Fougnie & Marois, 2006) . But, irrespective of the extent to which other factors may contribute to feature binding in VWM, the present results suggest that visual features are not automatically integrated in VWM. Instead, working memory of feature bindings, just as their perceptual representations, is seemingly vulnerable to the withdrawal of visuospatial attention.
